FOUR SEASONS AMUSEMENTS
Celebrating Over 40 Years of Outstanding Service!
2016 EQUIPMENT LIST
Four Seasons Amusements is Chicagoland’s LARGEST supplier of party rental equipment,
inflatables, and interactive attractions! Over 40 years of experience gives us the competitive edge to
provide the newest and most unique items in the area, including many one-of-a-kind attractions.
We also carry million-dollar liability insurance, as required and enforced by the State of Illinois.
Our store and many of our attractions have been on Chicago TV’s Wild Chicago, WGN’s Around
Town, The Jerry Springer Show, at the Chicago Bulls games, Chicago Wolves games, and in many feature
films. Stop by and tour our THREE giant warehouses in Addison. And now, when in the Wisconsin Dells,
visit our newest locations, THE KRAZY MIRROR MAZE, THE MUSEUM OF HISTORIC TORTURE
DEVICES, and Tommy Bartlett’s Gyrotron & Wallyworld Fun Center!!!

Kiddie Rides & Adult Rides

ASTRO ORBITER- 2 or 4 children or adults can experience this trailer mounted major thrill ride at a
time. Rock back and forth to create enough swing motion to make a full 360°!!! No electricity required.
Including attendant.........................................................................................................................................
BELLAGIO GRAND CAROUSEL- BRAND NEW and will delight children of all ages! Enjoy the
happy music as you go round and round on the Bellagio Grand Carousel! .................................................
QUAD BERRY GO ROUND- Riders of all ages love the Berry-Go-Round because each of the FOUR
over-sized STRAWBERRIES features a wheel that allows them to choose how fast they wish to spin the
ride. Each ride experience is unique and can be tame, mild, or super fast! High Capacity…Up to 24 people
per ride! 34’ Diameter Required (inc. fence) Requires 3 Phase Power. Includes Attendant .........................
RED BARON AIRPLANE RIDE- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Eight kids can ride at once in
four colorfully detailed planes. Including attendant .....................................................................................
SINGLE SPINNING BERRY- Adults and children of all ages can participate. 1 to 6 people climb into
the bright red berry and SPIN, SPIN, SPIN! Trailer mounted and spinning fun for everyone!
Including attendant.........................................................................................................................................
HARD ROCK CLIMBING WALL- This addition to the Four Seasons equipment family is the flagship
wall of all mobile units. At a whopping 24’tall, this challenging wall can accommodate three climbers at
once and is completely safe! Featuring the Auto-Belay system, the wall is designed for competitive, fun
climbs. It can add excitement to any event! Inc. Attendant ...........................................................................
KIDDIE FERRIS WHEEL- This 12’ 6” high, colorful ride has five cages and can accommodate between
10 and 20 children. Including attendant .........................................................................................................
THE FROG HOPPER- WOW!!!! BRING THIS EXCITING ATTRACTION TO YOUR NEXT
EVENT!! Just like you’ve seen at the Mall of America, Santa’s Village, and in the Wisconsin Dells, the
FROG HOPPER is a FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE for party rentals! Six children are seated in a row,
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sent up the 28’ tower and then released to hop, hop, hop their way down like a frog!! Adults can even ride
with young children. [Requires Three Phase Power] Including Attendant ...................................................
GRANDE BEAUTY CAROUSEL- BRAND NEW- FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE- Antique Allen
Herschell Full size carousel 20 Horses and 2 Chariots. Go Round n round to the music of the Wurlitzer
band organ. Perfect for any age! Make this spectacular carousel a centerpiece for your next event. Requires
3 Phase Power. 20’ Round + fencing. Includes Attendant ...........................................................................
GYROTRON- Constructed of 3 steel rings spinning independently inside one another, the rider is
comfortably secured to the innermost ring. As the rider applies force with his arms and legs, he begins
rotating in a three dimensional orbit. The crowd really gets into it as the participant begins increasing
speed. Motion sickness does not occur since the rider is always moving in three directions. A one of a
kind attraction that does not require electricity!!! Including attendant.........................................................
KIDDIE MERRY GO ROUND- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! This nostalgic 8 Horse, trailer
mounted, colorfully detailed ride comes complete with happy carousel music. Inc. attendant ....................
THE KIDDIE ORBITER- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!!- Get ready to soar into space! Up,
Down, & Around, what a ride! Up to 8 Kiddies orbit their way to a great time as the spaceship rotates and
the base lifts up to a 45-degree angle. Includes Attendant ............................................................................
LIL’ ELI FERRIS WHEEL- BRAND NEW- FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE- Built By the originator
of the Ferris Wheel, Eli Bridge Co. The classic ride, the classic Look. Round & round we go. Fun for All!
Requires 3-phase power. Includes Attendant.................................................................................................
THE ROCKIN’ TUG- Set sail for an adventure! Combining a unique combination of rocking and
whirling motions, the Rockin' Tug Boat can accommodate up to 12 riders, including adults or children!
[Requires Three Phase Power] Inc. Attendant- .............................................................................................
SANDY THE PONY- Wanna be a dime-store cowboy? Well then Sandy the Pony is just for you!!!
It’s a fully restored mechanical horse with a real saddle. Ride ‘em cowboy!!!.............................................
SINGLE SPINNING BERRY- Adults and children of all ages can participate. 1 to 6 people climb into
the bright red berry and SPIN, SPIN, SPIN! Trailer mounted and spinning fun for everyone!
Including attendant.........................................................................................................................................
STATE FAIR SUPER SLIDE- This addition to our attractions lineup is FANTASTIC! At 28’ high, the
three-lane fiberglass slide is sure to please an unlimited number of guests of all ages! Children or adults use
slide bags to experience a 70-foot slide down. 110v/ 20 amp, 15’wide Inc. attendant .................................
STUNT JUMP !-We have just acquired the latest in extreme entertainment, which far surpasses mobile
zip-line units! Our newest attraction, STUNT JUMP!, is suitable for all ages and is a tremendous free fall
rush of adrenaline! Climb up the 23’ tower and free fall your way down to the stunt pillow waiting below.
Our innovative Stunt Jump gives you the chance to free-fall through the air like a Hollywood stuntman
before landing on a cushion of air. The jump bag is a proprietary construction that has been designed and
refined by stunt men to softly absorb landings from heights well above our 23’ platform. This might be the
biggest thrill around, but we wouldn’t offer it if we weren’t confident in its safety! We can honestly say
that we’ve never seen such a positive reaction to a new product! It hits an extremely wide demographic
from elementary kids to college students to grandma & grandpa! Very high through-put! Incl.
Attendants….THIS ATTRACTION IS THE GREATEST PHOTO OPPORTUNITY OF ALL TIME!
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SUPER SPINNER SPIN RIDE- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Up to 5 children or adults step
into the super spinner, grab the center wheel and spin, spin, spin!!! Fast or slow, it’s how you go! No
electricity required. Including attendant .......................................................................................................
SWING RIDE (6 Seat)- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Six children go round and round on this
all time Zamperla favorite. The kiddies love this adorable kiddie ride! Includes attendant ..........................
TUBS OF FUN- An adult and teen ride. Not for the timid. Six colorfully detailed “tubs” holding up to five
people each spin and turn. Including attendant. .............................................................................................
WHIRLYBIRD- Up to 4 children or adults spin ‘round and ‘round in an 18 foot circle powered by their
fellow riders. Working as a team, pushing and pulling the levers, riders can whirl around as fast as they
like. Dimensions: 14’ long X 8’ wide on trailer. Footprint: 18’ round. Includes attendant ........................

Inflatables

3 IN 1 COMBO- It’s a slide, it’s a rock climb, it’s an obstacle course…it’s a whole lotta fun, all rolled
into one! Includes attendant ...........................................................................................................................
ADRENALINE MOTO CROSS OBSTACLE COURSE- Ladies and Gentlemen…START YOUR
ENGINES!!! The Adrenaline Moto Cross is the fist three-piece inflatable obstacle course to offer the look
and concept of a fast paced motorcycle race for the true enthusiast and is much larger than our other
obstacle courses. Participants will love racing through this gigantic inflatable that features climbing walls,
slides, obstacles, and tunnels! Includes attendant .......................................................................................
AMERICA’S CHALLENGE INFLATABLE OBSTACLE COURSE- Emerge as an all American
champion from our huge patriotic obstacle course! Race your opponent through the ramps, tires, climbing
wall, & slide. This is 40’ of pure fun…the fastest time wins! Includes attendant .........................................
AMERICA’S GREATEST SUPER HEROES OBSTACLE COURSE- Join Superman, Batman, &
Spiderman in overcoming the obstacles of all sorts in this giant inflatable! Crawl through the tunnels, dodge
the obstacles, conquer rock climb, and slide down before your opponent to victory. Two participants at a
time, this inflatable offers a constant thru-put for maximum interaction at your event!
Includes Attendant .........................................................................................................................................
BALL CRAWL- Tons o’ balls, great for the tots. Including attendant .......................................................
BALLOON TYPHOON- Five to eight children at a time step inside a 12’ clown face globe and into a
whirlwind of flying balloons. An exciting children’s activity that combines all the elements of
color, motion, touch, and catch!!! Including attendant ..................................................................................
BATMAN INFLATABLE ADVENTURE- Tons of fun with the greatest superhero of all time…Batman!
Bounce, slide, climb, and dodge the obstacles as you and your pals experience one of the greatest fun
inflatables ever made! BRAND NEW! & sure to be an all-time favorite! Inc. Attendant .........................
BOUNCY CASTLE MOONWALK- Child’s bouncer that accommodates 4 toddlers at a time ..............
BUNGEE RUN- THE HUMAN SLINGSHOT- This is the horizontal adaptation of the popular sport of
bungee jumping. Two contestants put on body harnesses that are attached with giant bungee cords. As
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they run down the 35 foot inflatable runway, tensioning the cords, participants try to place Velcro markers
on the lane at the furthest point possible before the bungee cords yank them back down the soft, bouncy,
racing lanes. Another adaptation of this game is to have the participants race down the runway to pickup
prizes. The further they go, the better the prize, and the bigger the slingshot! Inc. attendant. ....................
BUNGEE TUG-O-WAR CHALLENGE- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Four can play at once!
Step into the inflatable lanes and get harnessed in opposite your opponent. One bungee cord is attached
between two participants and 1-2-3 PULL!!! The challenge begins when the attendant yells, “GO”!
Including attendant.........................................................................................................................................
CAMELOT CASTLE- Calling all knights and princesses! Medieval madness with bouncing fun for one
and all. Includes Attendant ............................................................................................................................
CARNIVAL MIDWAY EXTRAVAGANZA- Bring visibility & fun to the carnival game portion of your
event! The four over-sized inflatable games test a variety of skills including basketball & pencil ring toss!
........................................................................................................................................................................
CAROUSEL BOUNCE- Round and round we go bouncing happily along the way! Bring our latest
bouncing extravaganza to your next event for loads of fun! Includes Attendant .........................................
CAMERON THE CATERPILLAR- Here’s over 55 feet of inflatable adventure that’s a big hit with the
kids. Children love to explore all the surprises hidden inside this colorful inflatable character. The
adventure includes a mini slide, a maze, obstacles, and a whole bunch of other kid favorites!
Including attendant........................................................................................................................................
CIRCUS FUN HOUSE- Inflatable moonwalk combined with soft play. Inside the bouncing funhouse,
children will play and jump around with blow up characters for hours. This colorfully detailed inflatable is
loaded with artwork and a huge crowd pleaser. Including attendant .............................................................
EXTREME SPORTS CHALLENGE- BRAND NEW and tons of fun! Race your opponent through the
ramps, tires, climbing wall, & slide. This is 40’ of pure fun…the fastest time wins!
Including attendant.........................................................................................................................................
FIELD GOAL KICK- Test your kicking skills! Kick a regulation football off of a tee and through the
uprights. Completely enclosed for safety and about as realistic as it gets! ..................................................
HI-BALL- A fast and furious game derived from both basketball and volleyball. The inflatable court is
divided into four quadrants. Four players must simultaneously try to amass as many goals as possible on
the opponents’ baskets. Over the net and into the hole, but don’t forget to defend your own basket!!!
Very visual and extremely competitive. Including attendant ........................................................................
JACOB’S LADDER- INFLATABLE LADDER CLIMB- 2 Contestants try to climb the swinging,
turning, suspended rope ladders up to ring the bell. Don’t worry, if they fall, they will land in the inflatable
pillow. Fun for all, highly competitive, and great for prize giveaways! Includes attendant ........................
JURASSIC SCRAMBLER- The first obstacle course of its kind for up to 4 Players
(or 12 Players in Teams). Complete with tunnel crawl throughs, pop-ups, inflatable palm trees, log jams,
and a reversible rock-climb slide!!! The Jurassic Scrambler is tremendous in both size and scope, all set in
a tropical atmosphere that time forgot. Including attendant ..........................................................................
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KIDDIE ADVENTURE ZONE- Colorful soft play obstacles, a slide, and bouncing galore make this
adventure a winner with the kiddies. BRAND NEW and strictly for the kiddies! This inflatable
wonderland will keep energetic tikes busy for hours! Including Attendant .................................................
LAZER MAZE-LAZER TAG- Whether corporate team building or family fun, children & adults
become LAZER INVADERS upon entering this enclosed, inflatable laser tag arena. Try to conquer the
“enemies” on the opposing team with speed, accuracy, and agility! Includes attendant..............................
MICKEY MOUSE BOUNCE- The Mickey Mouse Bounce brings a ton of club house fun, as Mickey
and his pals invite everyone to the Mickey Mouse Club House! Features all of Mickey's friends including
Minnie, Daffy, Daisy, Goofy and the Mickey Mouse's faithful pup, Pluto! This bounce has 360-degree
mesh windows, so parents and spectators can have a clear view of all the fun. Inc. Attendant ....................
MICKEY MOUSE PLAYLAND- The Mickey Mouse Playland Park is the perfect way to combine active
fun with a stimulating learning environment. Children engage in a trio of educational games including a
shape activity with Mickey Mouse, matching colors, and counting shapes with Goofy. Colorful pop ups and
3D characters abound in this bounce house, and an exciting climb and slide will have them laughing all
day. Fantastic 3D Mickey Mouse artwork adorns the walls for a stand-out unit that will keep young
children coming back for more! Includes attendant ......................................................................................
MOONWALK- Including attendant, many different styles available (4 hours) ..........................................
INFLATABLE BEVERAGE BAR- “THE PALM BEACH CANTINA”- Four Seasons Amusements
brings you one of the most innovative products of the year!!! Belly up to the bar ‘cause you’ll never see
another one like it, fully inflatable, and comes complete with a speed rail for your bottles! All you add is
the liquid libations!!! Bartender not included. BRAND NEW! ...................................................................
PEDESTAL JOUST COMPETITION- THE INFLATABLE GLADIATOR FANTASY!AS SEEN ON TV! Your guests compete against each other in this exciting contest with pugil sticks. The
first one to knock their opponent off of the pedestal is the winner! The pedestals stand in an inflatable
“floor” which makes the fall harmless and fun. You’ve seen this event on AMERICAN GLADIATORS
and now you can experience the rush at your next party!!! 18’ X 25” Includes attendant ...........................
PUFFER THE MAGIC CIRCUS TRAIN- This new inflatable soft play has a lion with a whip,
applauding super dogs, and even a bear watching kids roll a barrel. In this circus, the children are the
entertainers and the animals are the audience. Top this off with Puffer’s circus tent with a spinning top
and a twirling smokestack and you’ve got a spectacular fantasy adventure. Almost 14 feet high and
approximately 90 feet of travel thru excitement!!! Including attendant ........................................................
RESCUE RANGER KIDDIE PLAYLAND- Inflatable soft play obstacles, a slide, and endless bouncing
make this exciting activity a winner! BRAND NEW and strictly for the kiddies! This inflatable
wonderland will keep energetic tikes busy for hours! Including Attendant .................................................
ROCK CLIMBING WALL- THE INFLATABLE MOUNTAIN- Who can climb the side of the
mountain the fastest? The four-sided mountain has 2 advanced and 2 beginner climbs. Each player is fitted
with a safety harness and races against their opponent to conquer the 28 ft. tall ROCK WALL! Including
attendant, Indoors or Outdoors ......................................................................................................................
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INFLATABLE DOUBLE SLIDE- Two slides equals DOUBLE the fun!!! 28 feet high with a 50 foot
slide down. This BRAND NEW inflatable is a very exciting addition to the Four Seasons equipment
family. Including attendant ...........................................................................................................................
SHREK BOUNCE- A whole new world of fairy tale fun!!! Climb in and join the adventure with Puss in
Boots, Donkey, and your favorite green ogre! Includes Attendant. ..............................................................
SPIDERMAN INFLATABLE ADVENTURE- A super hero hit full of spider-rific fun!!! Bounce, slide,
climb, and dodge the obstacles as you and your pals experience an inflatable adventure big enough for
Spiderman himself! BRAND NEW and sure to be a big hit at your party! Inc. Attendant ........................
SUGAR SHACK TREAT STAND- The perfect place to showcase any of our concession items from
flavored popcorn to cotton candy! The Sugar Shack will delight your guests with visual appeal! Equipped
with sealable serving windows, a beautiful color scheme, and bright digital graphics, this is one piece of
eye candy you won’t want to pass up. ...........................................................................................................
SURVIVORS CHALLENGE OBSTACLE COURSE- The newest of our obstacle courses, the
Survivors Challenge, is the World’s most interesting & intricate obstacle course including a rock climb,
slide, tunnels, crawl throughs, and obstacles…a constant thru-put of participants for maximum fun!
Includes Attendant .........................................................................................................................................
VELCRO WALL- Put on a Velcro suit and propel yourself from an inflatable bounce up towards the
Velcro covered wall! Combining technique and strength, participants try to see how high they stick. They
can land sideways, upside down, or any old way; great fun and loads of laughs. Inc. attendant .................
WORLD SPORTS GALAXY- No matter the sport, the World Sports Galaxy has the game kids want to
play! Choose from these popular sports activities: football, soccer, basketball, baseball, dart & frisbee, all
under one inflatable play structure. Encourage team spirit and friendly competition as children play their
favorite game simultaneously and facilitate variety as participants have the chance to play each sport.
Includes Supervisor ........................................................................................................................................
WRECKING BALL- Climb into the inflatable arena and try to survive the Wrecking Ball’s path!
Opponents gather around the inflatable and swing the giant foam ball your way, trying to knock you off of
your pedestal. Who will win….you or the wrecking ball???? Includes Attendant.......................................

Trains

CHELSEA TRAIN- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Trackless train, kids or adults can ride. The
bigger the area, the longer the ride!!! Gas powered, no electricity required. Inc attendant ..........................
EL PASO TRAIN- Our El Paso Train comes standard with a train engine & 3 cars that will accommodate
up to 14 children. Can be used indoors or outside, a great addition to any birthday party, company picnic, or
holiday celebration! Track measures approx. 35' L x 15' W. Includes train, track, fencing, and attendant.
Requires electricity (110 volt, 20 amps) and approx. 45' L x 25' W space....................................................
GREAT WESTERN TRAIN- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Bigger than the El Paso train,
bigger than the Piggy Train, the Great Western Train is sure to delight adults and children alike! Up to 20
kids can ride at once!!! Oval track measures approximately 55’ X 24’ or 45’ X 24’. 110v/ 20 amps.
Including attendant.........................................................................................................................................
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PIG TRAIN- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Up to sixteen kids can ride in the four pink, smileyfaced pigs as they run around the track. Made by Zamperla and including attendant ..................................
ROYAL TRACKLESS TRAIN- Trackless and cute as can be, the Royal Trackless Train is an exciting
new addition to our equipment family. Complete with an authentic train whistle, the Royal trackless train
is gas powered and larger than the Chelsea Train. It has three cars attached to the main engine and with an
average of six people per car, up to 18 children or adults can ride at once!
Very visible!!! Includes attendant ..................................................................................................................

Party Attractions

BUMPER CARS- Hop into one of three foam camouflage “bumper cars” and slam into your co-workers,
boss, or even your closest friends! Great as a corporate ice-breaker or just for fun!
Inclundes attendant .......................................................................................................................................
BEER KEG TRIKES- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Ever seen a beer keg with wheels? We’ve
got ‘em and now’s your chance to race ‘em!!! Race around our inflatable course and compete in the “Beer
Keg Speedway”. It’s the newest form of mobile fun in America. Includes attendant ..................................
BIG TIME BOXING- Have you ever wanted to enter the ring against Ali, Holyfield, or your BOSS, but
weren’t sure if you’d match up? Well, now you can take on the biggest guy on the block with the most
hilarious equalizers around. When you put on these enormous boxing gloves and enter the ring, you’ll
imagine yourself as a contender for the world title. Under the guidance of our referee, two competitors
climb into a 12’X 12’ ring, put on the BIG foam-filled boxing gloves, and go at it! A great stress reliever,
you can really pack a wallop with this attraction. No electric required/ Includes attendant .........................
BOUNCY BOXING ARENA- Climb into this huge 15’ x 15’ Inflatable arena and take on your boss, coworker, or the biggest guy on the block with the most hilarious equalizers around! When you put on these
enormous boxing gloves, you’ll imagine yourself as a contender for the world title! This Attraction will
really pack a wallop with your guests! Includes attendant ...........................................................................
MECHANICAL BULL SIMULATOR- This piece is sure to be a hit at your next event! Climb aboard the
spinning, bucking bull & see how long you can ride before falling into the inflatable rodeo corral! If you
think “Da Bull” is only for country & western hoedowns, you’re wrong! Whether fraternity guys or CEOs,
the Bull simulator will keep your guests coming back for another round! Inc. attendant ............................
VINTAGE MECHANICAL LAFF MIRROR- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE- a moving
mechanical funny mirror that keeps changing while revealing a thousand different reflections. Guaranteed
to make you laugh and smile! ................................................................................................
BULL STRENGTH TESTER- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Grab the horns and test your
strength. Very competitive! ...........................................................................................................................
EL TORO STRENGTH TESTER- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Grab the bull by the horns,
squeeze, and have the strength o meter tell you how strong you really are! .................................................
COW MILKING CONTEST- It’s a wild and crazy, hilarious and zany, cow milking game. Challengers
step up to the “double sided” Old Bessie, sit on stools, and do their best to out-milk each other. Both
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country folk and city slickers alike will have gallons of fun with the cow-milking contest. One player can
race against time or two contestants can compete in “hand to hand” combat!!!
No electricity required. Including attendant ..................................................................................................
DAY AT THE DERBY- Just like being at the horse races! Contestants mount mechanical horses outfitted
in jockey “silks” and jockey hat. Move the horses forward by “pumping” the reigns back and forth with
their hands and feet. The faster you pump, the faster further you go, but be sure to cross the finish line
first! Inc. 3 mechanical horses, 3 sets of silks, starter gun, & attendant. No electric req. ............................
DEFENDER DOME GLADIATOR JOUST ARENA- Guests enter this BRAND NEW gladiator arena
and compete against each other playing the age old game of “Get ‘Em Off”! You can use pugil sticks,
foam boxing gloves, or your bare hands in this exciting contest. The first one to knock their opponent off of
the pedestal is the winner! This Defender Dome surrounds participants as they battle it out for the
championship! 24’ X 21’ Includes attendant .................................................................................................
DUNK TANK- This carnival favorite is great for corporate and private functions alike! Customer
provides water and hose ................................................................................................................................
FLIP A CHICK- Step right up to the flipper to flip a rubber chicken into one of the the giant rotating
pots! A favorite for the young and the young at heart, straight off the carnival Midway! Prizes sold
separately, Includes Attendant .......................................................................................................................
FLOATING SHOOT THE MOON- Knock the 5 floating targets off with bean bags, balls, or ??…just
like at the carnival!!! Including Tent .............................................................................................................
HIGH STRIKERS- Everyone loves to swing the mallet and ring the bell! 11 ft. Inc. attendant ...............
15 ft., trailer mounted. Including attendant....................................................................................................
KIDDIE STRIKER- 5 feet of fun for the kiddies!!! ....................................................................................
HUMAN BOWLING- Ever wanted to nudge that ball to pick up the spare? Well, now you can because
you are the ball in HUMAN BOWLING!! Climb inside a giant four-foot steel ball and strap yourself in for
the strike of your life! Your friends bowl you down an inflatable lane into six-foot tall bowling pins. A
huge crowd pleaser, a great game for team building or just plain fun!! Inc. attendant .................................
HUMAN SPHERES- An updated version of the game seen on American Gladiators. Two competitors
climb inside clear vinyl spheres, which are sealed and inflated. Various competitions can be organized
including obstacle races, time challenges, and sphere wrestling. Approximately 7-foot sphere diameter.
Including attendant ........................................................................................................................................
KIDDIELAND KATS- A giant KAT RACK direct from Chicagoland’s favorite amusement park …
Kiddieland! Sixty large “Kats” await your toss to be knocked down! A true Midway favorite! Game
Canopies sold separately, Includes Attendant ...............................................................................................
OFF WITH THEIR HEADS! - In the same genre of Sumo Wrestling, “Off with their Heads” is a very
visual contest that is as much fun to watch as it is to play. A throwback to medieval times, two opponents
are suited in period costumes that cover their entire bodies. The suit/ costume is over eight feet tall
complete with fake head (attached by Velcro). The participant’s head and body is safely hidden almost two
feet below in the chest area of the suit. Each opponent enters the arena with a club and shield attempting to
behead each other! A great corporate ice breaker! Including attendant .......................................................
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PUMP IT UP- It’s the Dance, Dance Machine that is taking America by storm!!! Step up to the giant,
interactive screen and choose your tune! Follow the instructions on the monitor while you move your feet
to the beat on the dance floor! Pump it up, feel the beat, and dance to the music!!! ....................................
ROLLING ROPER- Steer roping at it’s best! Climb aboard Skippy, our life size horse and compete.
Rope the steer and win!!! This attraction is also a great photo opportunity. Inc. attendant .........................
SAND ART- Intrigue your young guests with this ancient artistic tradition!!! Bring the mystery
and treasure of Egyptian sand art to your next event! Includes attendant and a take-home
masterpiece for each child .............................................................................................................................
SNOWBOARD SIMULATOR- America’s newest winter sport has just been added to the Olympics,
now you can add it to your next event! Experience all the thrills of gliding down the hills on our
Mechanical Snowboard Simulator. Including attendant ................................................................................
SPIN ART MACHINE- Let your imagination run wild!!! Children and adults love this unique way to
make one-of-a-kind artwork. Don’t forget to take your souvenir masterpiece home with you!!! Including
attendant and product .....................................................................................................................................
SUMO WRESTLING- Our sumo wrestling has been a HUGE success!!! Each of two combatants put on
a giant flesh colored, rubberized vinyl, foam filled bodysuit complete with miwashi (diaper) and Sumo “top
knot” wig and helmet. The referees start the match and the two “400 lb.” Competitors “wrestle” trying to
bring his or her opponent to the ground or out of the ring. You’ll laugh hysterically when you see your
guests transformed into life-like, bloated Sumo contenders. You’ve seen our Sumo wrestlers at the
Chicago Bulls games, nationwide TV shows, on the nationwide Budweiser Promo Tours, and in the hit
movie CHARLIE’S ANGELS!!! Includes attendant ....................................................................................
SURFING SIMULATOR- THE RADICAL MECHANICAL SURF BOARD- The object of this
attraction is to do live surfing under conditions fully controlled by the operator. Whether you’re a beginner
or a renowned expert, you’ll have the ride of your life! Perfect for hotel ballrooms, beachside parties,
corporate events, and sports bars. The package consists of an inflatable sea with palm trees, full size
surfboard, suspension unit, and hydraulic control unit. 15’ deep, 12’ wide, 9’ high and requires
two 20 amp circuits. Including attendant ......................................................................................................
WILD GATOR CHALLENGE- We caught this 10' monster in the Everglades and brought him to
Chicago for your next event! Climb on the back of this scaly reptile and hold on for the ride of your life!
Perfect for any event where your guests are looking to have FUN! Includes Attendant...............................
WILD WILD WEST BULL CORRAL- Climb aboard the spinning, bucking bull & see how long you can
ride before falling into the inflatable rodeo corral! Perfect for your next hoe down or western round up!
The Bull simulator will keep your guests coming back for another round! Includes attendant ...................

Big, Giant, & JUMBO Games

GIANT CHECKERS- The classic game of checkers…it’s great fun for all age groups. Corporate ice
breaker or fun in the sun, this giant favorite will keep your guests involved! ...............................................
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GIANT CHESS- The traditional game of skill and cunning in a “super size” package. Play team or speed
chess at your next event. A great corporate team builder! ............................................................................
GIANT CONNECT FOUR- .......................................................................................................................
GIANT HUMAN BILLIARDS- Climb into our BRAND NEW Human Billiards inflatable arena and
make a break for the corner pocket! Use your feet to play pool by combining your soccer & billiards skills.
The arena measures 30' x 17' and creates the perfect opportunity for an awesome team building experience!
Includes Attendant .........................................................................................................................................
GIANT JENGA- ..........................................................................................................................................
GIANT JIGSAW PUZZLE- “AMERICA’S PRIDE, THE STATUE OF LIBERTY”- Attention
puzzle fans! Take the challenge and try to piece together our giant jigsaw puzzle. And we mean
GIANT!!! 12 foot square and 6 inches thick with sixteen pieces .................................................................
GIANT INFLATABLE PLINKO- Everybody LOVES Plinko! This BRAND NEW giant inflatable
version will bring great competitive fun to your next event ..........................................................................
DANCING PIANO- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Whether you’re an accomplished musician
or someone who can’t read a note, you’ll fall in love with the walking piano. It measures 7’ 6” long, 36”
wide, and 6” high. Comes complete with instructional songbooks and attendant .........................................
GIANT 15 FOOT LONG DANCING PIANO- Double your fun! Come dance on our piano, as seen in
the movie BIG with Tom Hanks and Robert Loggia. Same model, same size as in the movie! ...................
GIANT SKEE BALL- The inflatable version of your favorite arcade game…skeeball! Roll the oversized balls down the lane and aim for the targets with the most points! Play for accuracy, for the highest
score, or just for the fun of it!!! BRAND NEW and tons of fun!!! ...............................................................
GIANT SURGERY GAME- You don’t have to be a doctor to know how to play this game! It’s a giant
version of the traditional game you remember. Try your skill at “operating” to remove the patient’s funny
bone, Adam’s apple, or broken heart, etc. without getting “BUZZED”! One or two players.
(Size= 8’ x 4’x 30” high) ...............................................................................................................................
GIANT TWISTER- Yes! It’s the giant inflatable version of the very well known game. Match the color
on the giant wheel with the circle on the huge inflatable pillow. Plays just like the original, only it’s
“GIANT” fun! Including attendant ................................................................................................................
GIANT WACKY TRIKES- How much fun can you have on three wheels? Try these wacky adult
tricycles for your next event and see how much fun you’ve been missing. They’re a blast to ride and a blast
to watch. Design your very own competitive course with orange cones and don’t forget to wear your crash
helmet and racing jacket. Including 3 Wacky Trikes and attendant .............................................................
SUPER GIANT GAME DUO- BRAND NEW!! Two Super Giant Games for DOUBLE THE FUN!
(10' High x 8' x 6.5') SUPER GIANT TIC TAC TOE- The traditional game of Tic Tac Toe is resized to
GIANT proportions and can now be played on any surface indoors or out. The game takes on a whole new
dimension when it is played in GIANT size with GIANT foam game pieces. SUPER GIANT CONNECT
FOUR- A challenging game of vertical strategy that’s easy to learn and fun to play. Rules are simple. Each
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player tries to build a row of four playing pieces in the frame - horizontally, vertically, or diagonally - while
trying to prevent their opponent from doing the same. Be the first player to get four of your colored game
pieces in a row! ..............................................................................................................................................

Sports Related Items

ALPINE RACER INTERACTIVE SKI MACHINE- Step onto the skis and hold on for your life!!
This full size interactive arcade game is just like what you see at Dave N’ Busters and Sega Gameworks…
why not bring it to your themed event? A FOUR SEASON’S EXCLUSIVE!!!! ......................................
Two Units together for true down hill competition .......................................................................................
BASEBALL BATTING CAGE- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Portable 30’ X 10’ netted
batting cage uses a Whiffle ball Robo-Pitch machine and Including attendant ............................................
INFLATABLE BATTING CAGE W/ PITCHING MACHINE- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!!
Uses ATEC Pitching Machine, currently used by every major league baseball team. This 40’ long
inflatable cage can also be used for SOCCER, FOOTBALL, GOLF, and almost every other ball sport. 40’
long, 15’ wide, 15’ high and includes attendants...........................................................................................
BASKETBALL CHALLENGE- Used as a consecutive free throw challenge or for shooting against the
clock, two participants are able to shoot baskets against one another. Regulation size basketballs are used
and are automatically returned via the inflatable ramp. Great Fun!!! Including attendant...........................
BASKETBALL HOOP- Regulation size, Including basketballs ................................................................
“THE BOXER” PUNCHING MACHINE- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Direct from Coney
Island…Hit me with your best shot! Push the button and the full-size speed bag drops into position. Your
mission is to hit it as hard as you can to get the highest score. .....................................................................
FASTBALL SPEED PITCH W/ INFLATABLE SPORTS ARENA- Baseball Speed Pitching featuring
the STALKER radar system and large digital display board. Including attendant ........................................
FIELD GOAL KICK- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Test your kicking skills! Kick a
regulation football off of a tee and through the uprights. Completely enclosed for safety and about as
realistic as it gets! ..........................................................................................................................................
FOOTBALL CHALLENGE- 2 participants throw regulation size footballs through targets on this
inflatable. Automatic ball return via inflatable ramp. Including attendant ...................................................
FOOTBALL TOSS INFLATE- Calling all Quarterbacks!!! This brand new toss game is an old
favorite with a twist! Use this BRAND NEW item for contests, accuracy, or just for fun!!! .....................

GRAND SLAM BASEBALL- Take me out to the ball game! Grab a bat, step up to the plate, and
take a swing at the floating baseball! Smack the ball into a giant inflatable and aim for one of many
backdrop targets to score points. BRAND NEW and sure to entertain adults and children alike!
Includes Attendant .........................................................................................................................................
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HOME RUN DERBY- VIRTUAL BATTING CAGE- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! - Step
into this Virtual Batting Cage and take a swing!! Watch the screen and see how far you can hit the ball.
You’ve seen this crowd pleaser in America’s most popular arcades and now you and your guests can take
the Home Run Derby challenge at your next event!!! ...................................................................................
HOSE HOCKEY- Imagine an inflatable Hockey rink 4’ X 8’ where two or four players with air hoses in
hand try to blow a foam “puck” into the goal. Very competitive and can be used indoor or out. .................
MICRO GOLF- Enjoy this table top golf themed favorite one hole at a time ............................................
MINI GOLF COURSE- Putt around the windmill, through the barn, and all the way around the loop de
loop! Spread the course out as large or small as you want!!! Rent this portable mini golf course that comes
complete with obstacles for your next event..................................................................................................
PIT STOP CHALLENGE- Bring all of the energy and excitement of Stock Car Racing to your next party
or event!!! Experience the pulse-pounding action as challengers race against the clock in a frantic effort to
have the fastest tire change! Includes Attendant............................................................................................
SLOT CAR RACEWAY- Between two and four people race H.O. slot cars on a 4’ X 8’ slot car track.
Includes attendant ..........................................................................................................................................
SOCCER SHOOT OUT- Our newest sports-themed addition will challenge your guests to kick a
soccer ball through one of seven cutouts in the goalie backdrop. Score a goal with this giant 19’ wide
inflatable soccer net at your next event! Great for all ages! Includes Attendant ..........................................
SPORTS SHOWER- Use indoors or out. Shoot a basket or sink the putt and the participant inside the
booth gets a shower!!! ....................................................................................................................................
STANDUP TOSS GAMES- Sports cutouts great for picnics or sports bar events. Choose from Football,
Baseball, or Golf putter ..................................................................................................................................
SUPER SHOT GOLF SIMULATOR- Instantly and accurately calculates the carry distance of every
ball you hit. Using Doppler Radar, the distance caddy will track a lofted golf shot to determine it’s carry
distance based on ball flight. Large numeric display shows ball distance. No need to worry about damage
or injury, as player hits ball into a giant inflatable. A great way to run a “closest to the pin” contest
among your guests. Including attendant ........................................................................................................
SUPER SHOT HOCKEY ELECTRONIC GOALIE- The Super Shot Electronic Hockey net is an
official-sized hockey net and shooting system. The system can be used for interactive FAN zones,
tournaments, promotions and for training on and off the ice. The electronic net is used in more than 12
countries worldwide and can be seen at NHL games, international tournaments and major hockey
championships annually. It has thrilled hockey fans since 1995 and continues to be the premier hockey
interactive activity by hundreds of hockey teams & associations each and every year.
Includes Attendant & Rink Surround ............................................................................................................
[or Goal w/ inflate sports arena-]
VIRTUAL FISHING- THE SPORT FISHIN’ SIMULATOR - A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!
Catch the excitement!!! The sport fishing simulator combines rare underwater film footage of game fish
with an advanced computer system to create sensational, totally realistic fishing experiences! Accurately
measures each player’s skill and fishing technique. Great competition!!! Choose from Salmon Sensation,
Bass Busters, Tanglin’ with Trout, or Sailfish Supreme. Requires 4’ X 10’ and Inc. attendant ....................
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Musical Entertainment

’57 CHEVY ROCK ‘N ROLL GOLDEN OLDIES SHOW- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! For
over 25 years, Chicago’s own Mr. Nostalgia has been spinning all of your favorite oldies from the front end
of a real ’57 Chevy. Your guests will love this fabulous 50’s show that has toured throughout the United
States. Be sure to participate in the Trivia, Hula Hoop, Musical Chairs, & Dance Contests to win prizes
throughout your night of FUN!!! ...................................................................................................................
CHIRPY THE PIANO PLAYING TALKING ROBOT- A gray, furry, piano-playing talking robot. He
is an incomparable entertainer who delights everyone from the very young to the young at heart. He meets
and greets, promotes and entertains so that everyone gets a chance to have fun with Chirpy.
Including attendant.........................................................................................................................................
DISC JOCKEYS- Party Time Mobile DJs features Chicagoland’s most popular mobile disc jockey,
Wally Nekyha. Using the finest sound equipment available, our DJs will play a broad spectrum of dance
music from the 50’s & 60’s to Top 40 and today’s dance hits. The mobile library of over 10,000 songs
includes all the music your guests will be requesting to dance the night away. Our top quality
entertainment will get people out of their seats and on the dance floor…where they belong!
Corporate & Private Events .......................................................................... QUOTE- Based on # of Hours
Wedding Package..............................................................................................Quote- Based on # of Hours
DISCO LIGHT SHOW EXTAORDINAIRE- Be sure to include our disco light show to your
entertainment package. All highlighted by our fog machine, the Mars lights, Derby lights, Strobes, Super
Moons, etc. will transform any ordinary area into a dynamite dance floor sensation!!! ...............................
JUKEBOX RENTAL- Choose from the Wurlitzer 1015 “bubbler” or a more modern looking version.
Includes 50’s & 60’s Favorites or a Mix of Dance Hits from Various Decades ...........................................
CD JUKEBOX RENTAL- Find your favorite party songs on our CD jukebox! This jukebox packs even
more songs to choose from compared to our Wurlitzer 45rpm model! .........................................................
KARAOKE- (2 Hours)- Come out of the shower and step up to the mic! Sing-A-Song Laser Karaoke puts
you on center stage, singing the lead, complete with your own professional band and backup singers. It’s
your turn to be the star! Over 1000 songs to choose from. Including MC ....................................................
MUSIC VIDEO DANCE PARTY- IT’S TODAY’S DANCE PARTY! Now, not only can you hear your
favorite songs through our 1200 watt sound system, but you can also see them on the big screen projection
TV. Music from the 60’s thru today. Oldies, Disco, Hip Hop, anything you desire!!! Inc.VJ....................
SYNTH-A-BEAMS- THE MUSICAL WAVE- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! In the 20th
Century, man made music by strumming a guitar or by banging on a drum. In the 21st century, man will
make music by breaking a beam of light…a SYNTH-A-BEAM! The concept is simple, yet awesome!
Participants trigger musical loops by touching and manipulating colored beams of light, therefore creating
uniquely synthesized music! Just in time for the future, a great attraction for a futuristic party or any
special event that needs a fresh twist!!! Including attendant .........................................................................

Arcade & Sports Bar Games
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AIR HOCKEY TABLE- Full size arcade version. Including accessories .................................................
ARCADE PRIZE CRANES- “THE CLAW”- Awards Stuffed Animals, Capsule Prizes, or ??? A great
way of awarding prizes!! A game of skill. ....................................................................................................
CHEXX HOCKEY- This “bubble dome” hockey game favorite is perfect for your next event! ..............
DART GAMES- Full size electronic dartboard complete with monitor scoreboard. Cricket and many
other games to choose from ...........................................................................................................................
FOOSBALL GAME- Bar style, Including accessories ..............................................................................
FORTUNE TELLER MACHINE- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! Your choice of fortune teller
machines just like you’ve seen in the movies and at your favorite amusement park. Press the button,
receive a card, and learn the fate of your future! ..........................................................................................
GOLDEN TEE- Bring this popular golf arcade game to your next event!!! This trackball-controlled
arcade game has become a standard fixture in bars, coffee houses, and wherever people meet alongside
pool tables, dart boards, and jukeboxes for almost two decades! ..................................................................
KIXX SOCCER- This “bubble dome” soccer game is a new twist on an old favorite! ..............................
MR. MUSCLE- THE VINTAGE ARM WRESTLING CHAMP GAME- Invite Mr. Muscle to your
next party! Select your weight class and get ready to arm wrestle! Only your strongest guests will
compete....weaklings need not apply. A competitive favorite for your next corporate or social event that
encourages participation and crowd interaction! ...........................................................................................
MUSCLE MASTER- Up to 4 Players compete to see who is the MUSCLE MASTER! This arm wrestling
favorite is a great way to get your guests involved and excited at your event. Great for competitive teams,
corporate team building, trade show booths, or just plain fun! Select gender, age, get into position, and then
arm wrestle the MUSCLE MASTER! Can you beat the high score? ............................................................
PINBALL MACHINES- ............................................................................................................................
PING PONG TABLES- Regulation size ....................................................................................................
POOL TABLES- Regulation bar size tables available. Including accessories ............................................
PUTTING CHALLENGE- Up to four golfers can play a game of 9 or 18 different holes as the green
moves and adjusts the difficulty of each hole ................................................................................................
QUARTERBACK ATTACK- Similar to a football pop-a-shot, but this game measures accuracy as
opposed to speed. ...........................................................................................................................................
SHOOT TO WIN BASKETBALL- These “pop-a-shot” games are a popular favorite at any type of
event!!! ...........................................................................................................................................................
SHUFFLE BOARD- This 12 foot version of a sports bar favorite is now available for tournaments at
your next event!!! .........................................................................................................................................
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SIX GUN SALOON One or two players step up to this old favorite and test their aim and their luck!
Great for a County & Western theme or just enough kick to spice up a boring sales meeting! ...................
SKEE BALL ALLEY- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! 6 feet long, arcade style, free play
for your guests................................................................................................................................................
YOU BE QB FOOTBALL GAME- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! This full size electronic
arcade version uses full size footballs and measures accuracy against time. Balls return to participant
via conveyor belt ............................................................................................................................................
VIDEO GAMES- Rent sports related or other classic video games to keep guests involved. Ask
About our new Fast & Furious drivers, Arctic Thunder Snowmobiles, Daytona drivers, Harley Davidson
motorcycle, Atari Road Burners Linked Motorcycles, California Speed, Rush 2049, and Sega Wave Runner
and many, many more that are also available. Call for pricing & availability.
Just like you’ve seen at Dave & Busters and Gameworks!!!.........................................................................
Vintage Games inc. Ms. Pacman, Galaga, Centipede, & More!!! ...........................................................
Cruisin’ 2 Player, 2 Seat Linked Head to Head Video Simulator ...............................................................
Daytona 2- 1 Player, 1 Seat Video Driving Simulator ................................................................................
Cruisin’ USA Red Car Video Simulator .....................................................................................................
WESTERN SHOOTOUT- A FOUR SEASONS EXCLUSIVE!!! 2 player fast draw gun machine with
digital score display .......................................................................................................................................
ZOLTAR SPEAKS FORTUNE TELLER MACHINE- You've seen Zoltar in the movie "Big" with Tom
Hanks...now invite Zoltar to your next event! Watch as Zoltar speaks, moves his eyes, moves his hands,
and looks into your future. When he's done, he will present you with your very own fortune card. Just
remember....Zoltar never lies! ........................................................................................................................

Money Machines, Carnival Wheels,
&
Other Promotional Items

INFLATABLE ARCH- Highly visible & great for event entrances or ??? ...............................................
CARNIVAL WHEELS

30" Color Wheel- 8 spaces, 4 colors36" Carnival Wheel- 12 Slots36" Color Wheel- 4 colors, 12 spaces42" Large Wheel- Floor Mount-Numbers,Letters,Colors60" Color Wheel- Floor mount-

CONFETTI CANNON- Operates on compressed air. Launches confetti high in the air............................
DIGITAL SCOREBOARD- Multiple Functions .......................................................................................
FIREWORKS LIGHTS- All the excitement and ambiance of a fireworks display INDOORS????
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Now you can bring the thrill of bursting fireworks to your next event with our set of three individual light
modules. A must have for a truly unique décor opportunity ........................................................................
FUN MACHINE- It’s a giant 3 reel amusement machine that looks like a BIG BERTHA slot machine,
but it’s not! Ideal for conventions, trade shows, grand openings, etc. ..........................................................
MINI FUN MACHINE- This mini fun machine resembles a slot machine and is great for trade shows,
grand openings, or corporate giveaways! No Cash In, No Cash Out, it’s all just for fun! ...........................
GOLDEN SHOVEL- Promotional prop used for groundbreaking ceremonies...........................................
GOLDEN SCISSORS- Promotional prop used for Grand Openings ..........................................................
LOTTO MACHINE- Number generating machine ....................................................................................
MARQUEE- Light up, flashing marquee. Post your special message (not included)..................................
MONEY MACHINE- What could be more exciting? Everybody’s favorite prize…MONEY!!! The
greatest promotion ever! Blows money and/ or coupons, try to catch as many as you can. Includes fake
money or you can provide the real thing!!! ...................................................................................................
DELUXE MONEY MACHINE- Gold Edition with customized marquee ................................................
INFLATABLE MONEY MACHINE- Want to treat your guests to an exciting promotion? Our inflatable
money machine uses everybody’s favorite prize…MONEY!!! Blows money and/ or coupons, try to catch
as many as you can. Includes fake money or you can provide the real thing!!! ...........................................
RAFFLE DRUM- Rent this large drum to complete your next trade show or promotional event! ............
MINI RAFFLE DRUM- ............................................................................................................................
WIND SOCKS- Yellow smiley face or America’s favorite red, white, & blue. As seen at the Olympics in
Salt Lake City, these mighty columns of air have dazzled thousands of people and are great promotional
attention grabbers!!! .......................................................................................................................................

Photo Opportunities & Other Fun
Stuff!

BALLOON INFLATOR- Cold air inflation................................................................................................
BUBBLE MACHINE- The top of the line, Lawrence Welk commercial model

CAPTAIN COMMANDO- He’s the robot that’s almost human! For a futuristic party or an exciting
addition to your corporate/private event, 7’ Captain Commando will be one guest that everyone will be
chatting about!!! Comes complete with robot control person ......................................................................
CARNIVAL STYLE KIDDIE GAMES- (See Game Sheet) ....................................................................
CLAMP LIGHTS- ......................................................................................................................................
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CUT OUTS- Life size, great for décor. Elvis, 1965 Corvette, or Giant “bubbler” Jukebox ......................
DELUXE FOG MACHINE- (Juice $20) ....................................................................................................
TABLETOP FUN MIRRORS- Set of 3 ....................................................................................................
LARGE CARNIVAL FUN HOUSE MIRRORS- Circus fun mirrors are a must for any carnival-themed
event! Each mirror is approx. 6' Tall and 2' Wide. Great for décor at your next special event!
One Large Fun Mirror ....................................................................................................................................
Set of Three Large Fun Mirrors .....................................................................................................................
LAFF MIRROR- Make 1001 funny faces! This fun mirror alters &
changes shape mechanically ..........................................................................................................................
GAME CANOPY- These 10’ X 10’ tents are perfect to cover food carts, to be used as game booths, or for
any of your other event needs!!! ..................................................................................................................
GENERATOR- 5K power and available to provide electricity for your event’s attractions .......................
MEGAPHONE RENTAL- .........................................................................................................................
MIRROR BALL W/ SPINNER- ...............................................................................................................
PA SYSTEM- Includes microphone & two speakers ...................................................................................
PHOTO OPPORTUNITIES50’s Couple- Girl in poodle skirt w/ guy in sweater ......................................................................................
Gypsy Juggler ................................................................................................................................................
Mighty Mo- The Strong Man.........................................................................................................................
Gargantuan- Gorilla .......................................................................................................................................
Amazon Annie- .............................................................................................................................................
Tina the Lady Lion Tamer .............................................................................................................................
Jungle Jim 3D Photo Op- 1-4 people pose at once in a jungle setting...........................................................
BIG INFLATABLE SOFA PHOTO OPP- ...............................................................................................
ROLLER RACERS- 6 kids ride on any hard surface and wiggle their way to fun!!! ................................
SELFIE BOOTH- The "Selfie" Photo Booth is perfect for parties, after-proms, corporate events, school
fun fairs, and more! It's a blast! Guests grab wacky props, strike a pose, and use their cell phones to capture
selfies, which can then instantly be uploaded to Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter! The most cost-efficient
"photo booth" around! Choose from the following backgrounds: Fireworks, Red Carpet, Disco Party, or
"Wanted" Western Theme. ............................................................................................................................
SIRENS & WHISTLES- A great attention getter! ......................................................................................
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TIKI HUT KIOSK- Whether you’re transforming a ballroom into an exotic island setting or your
workplace just needs a little luau excitement, this tiki hut is the perfect addition to your party!!! Use it as a
prop or incorporate it into your event’s activities!.........................................................................................
With the Name Beads Activity for your guests .............................................................................................
TUG-O-WAR ROPE- Rent this “heavy duty” party and picnic favorite ...................................................
KIDDIE TUG-O-WAR ROPE- ..................................................................................................................
ULTIMATE SURF WAVE PHOTO OPP- Hang Ten Dudes! Hop on the surfboard and have your photo
taken on the Ultimate Wave! Includes Attendant ..........................................................................................

Call 630-628-9696

If you haven’t seen what you’re looking for on this list, JUST ASK! Also, don’t forget to
ask about booking a clown, magician, caricature artist, etc. for your next event!
All prices are based on a four-hour running time period. Overtime is available; inquire for pricing.
Delivery charges and tax apply, based on location & mileage.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR PICTURES & VIDEOS!
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